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PUSH FOR
WOMEN STUDENTS
A proposal, sponsored by Terry
Redmond, calling for increased ･ｮｾ＠
rollment of women students at
Hastings was informally introduced
to ASH council on Friday, February
16.
The proposal, subject to possible
amendment, calls for an affirmative
recruitment standard of ten percent.
Under the plan, starting with the
class of 1977, the number of qualified women admitted through regular
admissions would reflect the percentage of female applicants plus
ten percent until a maximum of fifty
percent is reached.
Once the number of female applicants of regular admission status
exceeds the guideline of 40% the
10% figure would be reduced accordingly so that ｾ＠ 50% maximum would
remain.
The proposal has no time limit
and does not include members of
LEOP since an affirmative action
standard of 50% is already the
guideline of all LEOP groups.
The ｾｬ｡ｮ＠
reflects the actual increase in qualified women applicants and will fluctuate solely on
the desire of women interested in
joining the legal profession.
The proposal would eliminate
perennial "negotiations" among interested stuoent groups and the administration.
After a last miqute meeting with
the Women's Uni on l ｒｾｯｮ､＠
said
the plan will probably be further
amended before formal introduction
to the ASH Council. A major concern expressed by members of the
Union was the uncertain definition
of "qualified" and the lack of:
women on the admissions policy
committee to actually enforce the
plan. The committee has no student
members.
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HASTINGS PROGRESS
In November 1970, Marvin J.
Anderson became the dean at Hastlngs
In the short period from that date
to the present, numerous changes
have taken place at the College
which can be called nothing less
than dramatic.
Three categories illustrate these
developments: The budget, the number of professors and the amount of
scholarship money.
In 1970, the budget was $1 . 3 million
The budget for 1973-74 is
tentatively projected at $4.3 million. In 1970, Hastings had the
equivalent of 23 full time professors . This year the full time equivalent is double that amount at 56.
And scholarship money was budgeted
at $112,000 for 1970. Next year's
total will come to $808,000.
The Law News invited Dean Anderson
to comment on this past growth and
to reflect on the future at Hastings
Question: Dean Anderson, how do you
explain the fact that Hastings has
enjoyed such great financial success
with the state at a time when the
other units of the University of
California have been struggling with
"no growth" budgets?
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There are a number of reasons.
In the past, Hastings' budget was
really very low in comparison with
some of the other UC law schools.
So there was some catching up which
had to be done. But there are some
other equally important reasons. By
virtue of Hastings' special status
within the UC system, we go to the
legislature alone for our operating
budget.
Hastings has a reputation of deal
ing frankly with the legislators
which they appreciate. Some academicians haven't been so open about

by Jon E. Ellingson

their proposals as we have and this
has hurt their ability to win funding approval.
And of course the fact that a number of very influential legislators
are Hastings grads who continue to
take an interest in the College has
also been very helpful .
Question: Now that Hastings has
reached a level of parity with the
other UC law schools, do you anticipate increasing difficulty in getting substantial budget increases
here?
No, I think that misses the point.
As long as Hastings can make persuasive justifications for its new programs, there is no reason to conclude that the legislature will not continue to grant our requests. Of
course, we must be responsible in
asking for state money, but it is a
question of our ability to justify
our programs and not a question of a
fixed dollar amount or fixed level
of comparison between Hastings and
the rest of the University.
Question: In 1970 all of the full
time faculty was part of the 65Club . Today there are 18 "regular"
faculty members as well as numerous
non-65 adjunct faculty. What is
your reaction to the change?
The breaking of the monopoly on
teaching by the 65-Club members has
been beneficial for everyone at the
College, including the 65-Club
Professors.
ｾ･＠
students now rea:ize that all
of problems which law school presents aren't ･ｸ｣ｬｵｾｩｶｹ＠
tne fault
of the older faculty. ｾｨ･ｹ＠
are better able to appreciate how truly

ｉＡａＮｓｾｎｇＺ＠
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Rebuttal to last issue's "RIGHT ON" column

Reflections and Aberrations
by .Jess Garcia
No. William E. Boyd, there is no
conspiracy to overthrow Hastings'
underpinnings through subversion or
subterfuge of students ' rights, except perhaps in your mind.
I would strongly recommend that
you read Patterns of Psychopathology
by Melvin Zax, Ph.D. and George
Stricker, Ph.D. at page 204, where
the authors state:
"Individuals diagnosed as having
a paranoid personality tend to
be very sensitive in their interpersonal relations, being
ever-alert to the possibility
that others might slight them,
or take away what is theirs,
or do them harm in some other
way. They utilize projection
as a defense whereby they misinterpret the behavior of others,
attributing to them their own
unacceptable impulses. Not uncommonly such individuals act
in such a way as to provoke the
response or behavior they
supposedly fear in others and
then use the act to support
their original fears."
William E. Boyd, read the 100k;
it will enhance greatly any future
appraisal and evaluation of yourself as well as of persons you will
encounter.
While you exercise your prerogative of sitting and playing cards,
reflect on our first two years at
Hastings. Where were you when students were picketing Hastings,
attempting to reinstate students
that had "flunked out" the previous
year? Where were you when we were
"conspiring to acquire voting representation on student faculty
committees last year?
Have you ever wondered what group
of students negotiated the supplemental health insurance that now
offers dental coverage to students
and dependents? What"interested
groups"worked all surruner to bring
together seven Northern California
law schools for the first time to
discuss common educational issues?
An "interest group" also helped
express collectively our opposition
to the President's firing of Special
Watergate Prosecutor Archibald Cox
in front of the Federal Building
last year.
The press conferences held three
times during this crisis were not
merely ideas, they happened because
of students interested in making
their views known with motivation
and commitment. These students provided time and energy towards making those ideas concrete realities.
There are a few of us who do not
use the shield of a columnist's
status to express our antagonisms
but rather seek active avenues open
to us to resolve problems.
If your feelings lead you to
exert yourself, perhaps you could
participate constructively, rather
than destructively in criticizing
my methods of achieving objectives.
Positive ideas give rise to effective change, while specific and
personal accusations and judgments
are counter-productive.
For example, the 60% required
voter turn-out desired by the Dean
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on the student referendum for an
increase in student fees was reasonable and could have been accomplished.
The question of third year students' ballots being voided is totally false for two obvious reasons.
The first reason for having the
referendum during Fall semester was
the intent to make it effective for
the Spring semester.
In order to accomplish this,
third year student participation
was needed. If ASH Council had intended making the referendum effective next year, we would have
scheduled the balloting late Spring
since we all know that current III
year students would not have been
present to pay the increases, thus
making the increases more palatable
to them.
Secondly, the Fall class enrollment was the following: I year 533,
II year 473, III 562--totaling
1568. In order to have obtained the
60% student turn out, taking 60% of
1568 you would have noted that we
needed at least 941 votes cast.
Excluding III year students, we
would have not only defeated the
intent of the referendum but also
over 95% of the first and second
year students would have had to
vote to get 941. This is quite
different than excluding third year
students from the onset and merely
counting I and II year students
and simply taking 60% of 1006 or
604 ballots; the majority being
cast' in favor of the student fee
increase.
On the subject of interest groups,
I must say that if any actions were
solely to assist an interest group
or groups I would have solicited
funds from foundations, civic organizations, community leaders,
and friends long ago. Take the time
and find out the specific increases
and reductions of moneys allocated
to stUdent organizations this year
and compare them to last year's
allocations. You will undoubtedly
notice an attempt by us to centralize moneys to ASH Council and the
Hastings Law News, bringing funds
back for the use-and enjoyment of
the entire body of students.
continued on page 16

BAR REBUTIAL
Last month, the Law News printed
a letter to the editor from Gerald
Bratcher, which called for an investigation of the validity of statistics published by bar review
courses. The letter suggested that
BRC would "open its books", but that
it was questionable whether BAR
would ,do the same. Mr. Bratcher neglected to identify himself as a BRC
student representative.
Several weeks prior to publication
of that issue, an editor of the Law
News had approached both me and Jan
Horn, BAR course administrator, requesting data to aid in a contemplat.
ed investigation of bar passage
statistics. BAR agreed to supply
the inforrnation,provided the "survey" was accurate and complete and
the results published.
Since the editor had been assured
our cooperation before publishing
the unfortunate letter, an editorial.
comment so indicating would have
been appropriate.
BAR's data is now at the disposal
of the Law News. BAR encourages the
staff to compile and publish its
findings as soon as possible,
Julie Chapman
BAR Stl](ip.nt Representative.

··_··-8··· . ····
The editorial staff would like to
rectify any incorrect implications
from last issue's letter to the
editor from G. Bratcher - which the
Law News unobservedly titled "Bar
Fraud?".
It was brought to our attention
that the title could be misconstrued, implying that the title referred to the Bay Area Review course
instead of the State Bar. We intended no such implication.)
In fact Jan Horn of BAR has
cooperated with our investigation
and has requested that the findings
be published.

ｈａｓｔｉｎｃｾ＠
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HASTINGS V. BOAlT
AN OPINIO'N

by Christine Beck
Having transferred from one
and apathetic than they appear, buc
University of California law school
they are putting their personalities
to another, I am often asked why I
and energies to work elsewhere.
transferred and how I like Boalt as
Nevertheless, the overall impression
compared with Hastings. MY answer
ｾｦ＠
the stUdent body is that they
varies according to who is asking
Just want to get in, sit through
and how I feel that day. I posed the
their courses, get their degree,
same question to the five other
and get out. It would be hard to
Hastings students who transferred
drum up much nostalgia for Hastings
this year, and they said they were
as an alma mater.
looking for the following things:
To be fair, we all had made friendi
at Hastings we hated to leave, and
1. environment - people said they
there's probably as much grade pawanted a campus "atmosphere" and a
ranoia around here as there. But
less uptight, jOb-oriented student
when paranoia strikes here, you can
body.
,
walk out the door and forget it. At
2. a "better" legal education _
Hastings, you risk being hit by a
interestingly, the people who gave
Muni
bus or tripping over old wine
this as their reason were from one
bottles.
out of five first-year sections at
The biggest difference between the
Hastings. Those in other sections
schools
was one that we all perceivdid not specify quality of education
as a reason for moving, and they do . ed quickly upon arriving, but which
none of us "expected". The adminisnot now see much difference in acatration here is far easier to deal
demics here.
with
than at Hastings. We all recog3. job opportunities - access to
nize
that
Hastings has problems. It'E
1he interviewers who come to Boalt
incredibly overcrowded, and due to
was seen as a reason for transferran architectural nightmare of narrow
ing by some. One transfer student
hallways, classes emptying resembles
commented that of the 16 interviewa NY subway station in rush hour.
ers he saw at Boalt, only 4 had
Budgetary problems (Hastings has a
interviewed this year at Hastings.
separate budget from the other University
of California law schools)
No matter what each student said
mean
a
less-than-adequate
library in
was his or her reason for transferrthe
view
of
Hastings
students
who
ing, most said that their expectnow study at Boalt or elsewhere.
ations had been fulfilled. The
Size problems naturally result in
majority had transferred mainly for
scheduling'difficulties, but last
environmental reasons - to get away
year's ｰｲ･ｮｯｬｾｴ＠
had to be seen
from the Hastings bowery in downto be believed. Each student was
town San Francisco, to be near the
assigned a number by lottery for
Berkeley activities, and since half
priority in preenrolling. These numof us already lived in Berkeley, to
bers ranged from 1 to 500+. Students
avoid a commute.
lined up at the hour designated ｾｯｲ＠
For some students, the prestige of their number outside the cafeterla,
Boalt was a real factor in their
which was filled with little ｳｴｾ･ﾭ
decision to move. The attitude fair type tables with courses.llstparticularly on the east coast - is
ed above them. At the approprlate
that Hastings is an easy school to
moment, that half-hour's lucky
get into and flunks out multitudes.
ticket holders would rush through
This is far from true. Last year,
the glass door and jockey for the
Hastings had 5,200 applications for
table that had the courses likely
525 first-year positions. Median
to fill up the fastest. Students
GPA's were 3.41 and median LSAT's
with numbers above 250 ended uP.
were 651. (This compares with
with schedules comprised of AdmlralBoalt's 4 000 applications, 288
ty Law, Accounting for Lawyers and
ｦｩｲｳｴＭｹ･｡ｾ＠
enrolees, 3.5 median GPA
Future Interests. Once a course was
and 691 median'LSAT). It remains a
"f 11" by administration standards,
fact , however , that Hastings
reputa.
,
it u was closed - to everyo?e. There ''''ｾ＠
tion has lagged far behlnd Boalt s - no such thing as the law of supply
especially in the east. Since firms
and demand, where an unpopular
base their opinions largely upon
professor ends up with 15 students,
experience with ｧｲ｡､ｵｴ･ｳＬｈｾｮ＠
while a popular counterpart gets
reputation will not change untll
150. You get whoever's left and
enough graduates have filtered back
like it. And this was the ｾ＠
systeast to make an impression. As a
em. The old one resulted in fist
result, students who wanted to infights.
crease their job options have found
The administration here is characthe prospect of transferring to
terized by two things: everyone
Boalt attractive for that reason
smiles, and there's always ｡ｮｾｴｨ･ｲ＠
alone.
petition to fill out. At Hastlngs,
In terms of course offerings,
nobody smiles, and the petitions
Hastings offers some courses,Boalt
seem like a stall to keep you from
doesn't and vice versa. The clinical getting anything you want done.
Here at least the petitions are
program here, however, is seen as a
signed within a reasonable time.
real plus. Hastings students are
Transfer students who had registered
restricted to 2 units of clinical
at Hastings before being notified
credit for graduation.
of their acceptance at Boalt found
MOst of the Hastings transfers
it impossible to get back their
have commented that they find the
money for months.
student body here more diverse,
This is not to say that the adless job-oriented, and generally
ministration here on a substantive
more friendly. This may be a result
level is as responsive to student
of environmental differences. Since
input as it could be, but on a
Hastings is essentially a "commuter
daily one-to-one level, people are
school it may be that the student
helpful and pleasant. When I called
body is actually ｬ･ｳｾ＠
ｾｯｭｧ･ｮｵｳ＠

Remember Christine
this week to get Hastings' admission
statistics, I was hung up on with
the comment that the Dean doesn't
like to give them out. Although the
Dean later apologized, and said the
person I spoke with didn't know who
I was, I hadn't gotten a chance to
tell her. It's that kind of attitude that makes Hastings an uncomfortable place to go to school.
Whether the physical environment of
Hastings creates this attitude or
whether it's just the result of
basically nice people locked in a
bureaucracy is not clear, but it
certainly is a pleasure to be in
more mellow surroundings.

•••

Editor's note: Christine Beck
was one of the editors of the
LAW NEWS last year before tranF
fering to Boalt Hall.
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Criminal Justice:
in America
INDETERMINATE
SENTENCING
｢ｾ＠

Professor Jerome Hall

It has long seemed axiomatic that
the individualization of treatment
provided by wide indeterminate sentences marked a great advance over
earlier insistence on specific penalties. The differences among offenders and the circumstances of their
IITong-doing seemed and still seem ob'Tious to call for very different degrees of punishment and types of
treatment. The fact that judges are
not often expert in non-legal disciplines and the assumed availability
of competent specialists, augmented
by confidence in the social disciplines, led to the transfer of decision-making regarding sentences from
judges limited by specific rules of
law to administrative boards ｬ｡ｲｧ･ｾ＠
unfettered by law, who, presumably,
would make a careful study of each
offender.
Recent events have taken a turn
which calls for a reappraisal of this
policy. They began with the abandonment of legality in European dictatorships and the dramatic reminder
that the use of power unlimited by
definite rules of law can lead not to
wise, compassionate treatment but to
gross injustice and the abuse of elementary human rights. More recently,
the criticism of indeterminate sentences by inmates of penitentiaries
and their representatives has become
articulate, sometimes strident. Studies of judicial decisions have revealed great disparities which cannot
be rationally explained on the basis
of available data. Parole boards are
charged with arbitrarily freeing some
offenders while continuing for years
the imprisonment of others who are
not distinguished in terms of crime
or the circumstances or the offenders'
characteristics. There are insinuations of political influence and of
reliance on fortuitious characteristics, e.g., whether an inmate is clever enough to make a favorable impression on the guards. There are
questions about the competence of the
｢ｯ｡ｲ､ｳｾ＠
about ｾｨ･＠
time they actually
spend In studYlng the individual inmate, and there are serious doubts
about the availability of objective
knowledge to guide these very important decisions.
Third, is the influence of recent
ｾｵｰｲ･ｭ＠
Court decisions, especially
..raul t and Furman. Gault dealt with the
juvenile court, where individualization has had its greatest appeal;
that decision and succeeding ones
legalized juvenile court procedure to
the point of bringing it very close
to the formality of the criminal
trial. Despite the judicial avowal
not to interfere with the benevolent
treatment of juveniles, criticism
was not restricted to the trial; juvenile correctional institutions were
even more severely criticized and
were assumed to be punitive in their
actual operation. Whether this criticism of procedure and treatment in
cases of juveniles was warranted or
mistaken, its indubitable effect,
when joined to ｾ･ｴｵｲｮ＠
to the rule of
law as regards the juvenile court, is

s ta tu tory pcuv is iOll 01' fo!' the eCIll
rer,ulation of fJarol boards are the
following: conviction of a previous
felony, being armed with a lethal
weapon, the use of sueh a weapon in
the infliction of a physical injury
on the victim, and confirmed addiction to a "hard" drug. (Other criteria
e.g., dangerousness and evidence of
mental disease, are relatively subjective. ) Instead of 1 to 10, the
sentence in a particular case would
be 1-2.5, 2.5-5, 5-7.5 or 7.5-10. An
offender who was found to have all
four of the above characteristics
would be sentenced to 7.5-10 years;
i.e., the parole board would have
to raise serious doubts about the indiscretion to discharge him any time
dividualization of "treatment" and
after he had served 7.5 years, but
its C ::.':llldry- the extensive indeternot before. And so on as regards
minate sentence.
. the other criteria, depending on
Furman has a more direct relation
whether there were one, two or three
to the indeterminate sentence; for,
of them.
if there is a single thesis running
There are ｯ｢ｶｾｵｳ＠
objections to
through the majority opinions, it is
such a' proposal, e.g., why give equal
that sUbjection to the capital penalweight to each of the four criteria?
ty as now managed, i.e., within the
How defend any combination of them
discretion of judges and juries, is
against other combinations or why
arbitrary, capricious and without any
treat a combination of two of them
"meaningful basis for distinguishing"
as equivalent to combinations of two
the cases where it is imposed from
other criteria? That there are infinthe others; it is a mere "lottery".
ite differences among offenders and
-Inevitably, the question arises the circumstances in which they acthow or why is the case different
ed is so obvious and it has so imas regards life imprisonment inpressed able judges, lawyers and
stead of a shorter maximum term,
scholars that all of the recent wellimprisonment to twenty years inknown reports (the Model Penal Code,
stead of to five years or, indeed,
the Model Sentencing Act, and the
as regards innumerable other indeAmerican Bar Association's project on
terminate sentences? The capital
Sentencing Alternatives and Procedurpenalty is distinctive in some ways,
es) recommend continued reliance on
but it is like long terms of imwide discretion. TheA. B.A. project
prisonment in that all our severe
focused on a narrow difference betprivations if the execution of some
ween the two models: it supported the
criminals is arbitrary or fortuitous
Model Sentencing Act and rejected the
on what ground or by reference to
Model Penal Code's statutory proviswhat available evidence can the dision of minimum sentences.
parities that run through the entire
The fact that the New York Commisssystem of indeterminate sentencing
ion rejected some of the Model Penal
b..e defended?
Code's provisions and preferred to
Yina ly, and perhaps most persuase
substitute legal controls did not alive, is the experience of the small,
ter the view that wide indeterminacy
homogenous, literate Scandinavian
is desirable. Although the A.B.A.
countries which had embraced the inCommittee was well-informed regarddeterminate sentence as the plain
ing great disparities in the judges'
road to progress and humane treatment.
sentences, there is little, if any,
Professor Andenaes, the distinguished
evidence in its report that defects
Norwegian scholar, reports:
and injustices in the operation of
At least in the Scandinavian
parole were considered or, indeed,
countries the trend in recent
that any serious criticism of the
years has been away from the
policy of indeterminate sentences was
sanctions of indeterminate
discussed. This is not stated as
､ｵｲｾｴｩｯｮ＠
back to the traditional
criticism of that distinguished Commsystem of fixed sentences meted
ittee; the A.B.A. report was publishout by the court. This change
ed in 1967, i.e., before the very rein the trend is not due to
cent widely publicized complaints of,
theoretical speculation, but
inmates of prisons and before Furman
to experience and research.
was decided and, apparently, without
consideration of the Scandinavian exThe above developments, arising
perience.
from different sources, leave us no
In the light of these recent dechoice except to reopen and reexamine
velopments, it is possible to formuthe question of the indeterminate
late the present problem in more
sentence. A first step in that dirrealistic terms. The question is not
ection is to fix the limits of defenwhether the indeterminate sentence is
sible disagreement. It will be agbetter in theory than any system of
reed, I believe, that we cannot refixed penalties. Plato's Statesman
,turn to 18th century classicism - to
impose a specific penalty for each
'is abundant proof of the preferabilicrime regardless of the offender's
ty of decision by philosopher-kings
characterist.ics and the circumstances
unfettered by law. But that dialogue
of his crime. On the other hand, we
ｾ･ｲｭｩｮ｡ｴ､＠
with the equally persuascannot ignore the recent criticism of
lve argument that, lacking philoso'the indeterminate sentence, noted
ｰｾ･ｲ＠
kings, the best solution availabove. We are drawn therefore to exable
in any actual state is the rule
plore intermediate positions, e.g.,
of
ｾ｡ｷＮ＠
Why should not that apply to
to take certain criteria as the basis
a
｡ｾｧｮＱｦｑｴ＠
degree to decisions refor definite limitation on official
garding
the
years
of imprisonment
discretion, leaving it to operate
that must be served? It could be
within more restricted areas than the
shown, I think, that our traditional
present very wide range allows. For
preference in the resolution of
example, only for illustration, not
doubts is to give priority to the
to suggest that it is a defensible
rule
of law as a necessary curb on
ｾｯｬｵｴｩｮＬ＠
let us attend to a present
administration. The relevant, specilndeterminate provision of, say 1 to
fic question is, what legal limits
l? years' imprisonment. Among criteshould be placed on administration?
rla that are candidates for definite
c
next
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Of first importance in dealing with
this problem is recognition of the
fact that this is a problem for informed practical judgment, not one
that can be solved by empirical research.
Second, i f the decision is one to
be made by informed practical judgment, who should make that decision
and how should it be reached? In our
system, that kind of judgment is made
by the legislature, hopefully, after
full and free discussion in which
opposed points of view and conflicting sets of data were considered .
There is considerable evidence in the
above reports that rehabilitation and
deterrence were foremost in the minds
of the committees; evidence of an equal concern for justice is scant . Able
legislators and thoughtful laymen,
had they been members of those commｩｾｴ･ｳＬ＠
might have called attention
to the importance of this essential
component of a sound penal policy .
Third, account should be taken of
the fact that there is wide recognition of the need for evidence of the
grounds of decision by judges and parole boards and for the availability
of these records to the public. Thls
much, at least, seems plain - the indeterminate sentence can no longer be
accepted on faith; the rule of law
can no longer be ignored on the
ground that there are always differences among offenders and situations.
We do not abolish the law on criminal
homicide because each case is different or because an act of euthanasia
stimulates compassion rather than
prosecution. We should not allow the
,justice of the sUbstantive law to ｾｩｳＮ＠
integrate in the mere belief that Individualization unchecked by law actually provides a higher degree of
justice. Opinions will differ regarding this; perhaps a common ground can
be reached if the enactment of statutes along the above indicated lines
were postponed, say, for five years
and, as a first measure, judges and
parole boards were required to state
the standards and types of fact which
they employed in reaching their decisions and, also to say in their reports why particular combinations of
them led to the various decisions.
The common run of person understands
the potential advantages of ｩｮ､ｶｾｵﾭ
alization; what they need to know lS
whether i mportant decisions regard ing sentences, release and ､･ｴｮｩｾ＠
were made on rational grounds and In
confor mi ty with recognized standards
of justi ce . If that evidence ｣｡ｮｾｴ＠
be pr oduced, we ｳｨｯｾｬ､＠
turn to ｾ･ｧｬｳ
ﾭ
lation for substantlal restoratlon of
the rule of law .

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ABA PREX TO SPEAK
Chesterfield Smith, current presi. about the need to weed out incompdent of the American Bar Associationetent practitioners, perhaps even
will be at Hastings Feb. 25 in
by requiring periodic ｲ･ｴｳｩｮｾ＠
of
lawyers.
Classroom C to speak briefly and
respond to questions afterwards.
. Perhaps · he· best. exprC: 3.>,,;: :i::.;nSe.ll
Mr. Smith has expressed himself
in a recent speech to an audience of
as strongly committed to the ABA's
law students:
public service responsibilities anc
"'He are not a trade association.
has stirred up considerable cont r oWE are not a union. We are out to
versy with some of his activist
improve justice and the adminisstands. He has been censored by the
tration of society. If you don't
Louisiana Bar Association for his
intend to work to improve the
condemnation of the firing of
ｾｵ｡ｬｩｴｹ＠
of justice, then I hope
A;rchibala Cox by President Nixon.
t hat you flunk your exams."
He has exhorted fellov! ｾｴｯｲＺＡＱ･ｶｳ＠

GRADUATION
ｾｲ｡､ｵｴｩｯｮ＠
will be held Friday
afternoon, May 17. Former Supreme
Court Justice Arthur Goldberg will
be the keynote speaker . An unlimited
number of bids will be available for
the exercise to be held at the War
Memorial Opera House.
- The "Graduation Celebration" is
scheduled for Saturday, April 20th the day after the last day of Spring
classes. The gathering will be held
at Bimbo's 365 Club at Chestnut and
Columbus.

COLUM NIST FEATURED
Earl G. Waters, a veteran news)aperman whose syndicated column
is a regular editorial feature of
the Sacramento Union and other
California newspapers, will address
the Hastings community on February
28 at 11:40 a.m. in the Moot Court
Room.

HELP
-Prisoners need legal assistance!
If you are interested in spending a
small amount of time in using your
legal skills to answer legal questions of prisoners, contact the
Prisoners' Union, 1315 18th St.,
San Francisco 648-2880.

Reprinted from
THE HOFSTRA LAW REVIEW
Volume 1, No.1, Spring 1973
Copyright, ® 1973, by the Hofstra
Law Review
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•

Any student interested in an
•
: editorial position on next year's :
• Law News •

••
•
•
•
•
:
•

Editors
Associate Editors
Feature Editors
Graphics Editors
Layaout-Design Editor
Sports Editor

•
:
•
:

Please meet with this year's
Fditor s at the Law News office,
55 Hyde, Room 106, between 1: 30
md 3: 00, Wednesday, March 6th.
All welcome

•

•:

Live music, hors-d'oeuvres, and a
cash bar will be featured at this
extravaganza. This $5 per person
event is open to the whole Hastings
Community.
Contrary to rumor, no nude women
will be hired to swim in a fish
bowl. All unusually large cakes
will be checked at the door!
Please make reservations NOW as
food must be estimated and tickets
printed.

••
•
•••
•
:
:

•:
•
:
•
•

............................

Mr. Waters recently completed a
comprehensive editorial on Hastings
College of the Law and the SixtyFive Club, which was carried in numerous California newspapers as
part of his syndicated column.

ELITES MEET
.-STANFORD AT HASTINGS- All Stanford alumni in the Hastings community are invited to attend a ｧ･ｾ＠
re- 'e
acquainted happy-hour at Herrlngton ,
(9 Jones St. ) on Friday afternoon
March 8, starting at 3:45 p.m.
Strictly for fun.
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An open Letter to the Dean
As you probably know, there have
been numerous recent complaints
'lbout the Legal Writing and Research
class. culminating in the circulation of petitions to allow a pass/
fail option . The statements made in
the petition are true; however, I
feel i t would be helpful to list
some specific examples of the general complaints.
Although the idea behind the program is basically good , its implementation leaves much to be desired.
According to my understanding, the
class was divided into small sections in order to lower the studentteacher ratio, thus allowing the jnstructors to spend more time with
each student .
The results of the policy should be
a better grasp of the subject-matter
and techniques by student and friendly teacher-student relations.
We may have a better understanding
of the subject as a result of the
program; unfortunately, our gains
in knowledge seem to have been overshadowed by strong feelings on the
part of the students that somewhere,
somehow, there exists an inherent un·
fairness within the system. Com_
plaints Are frequent and repetitive,
and usually fall into one of several
categories .
The first category seems to be
lack of uniformity. This extends to
instructions (even on the same assignment), grading systems, difficulty of assignments and amount of
time the student is expected to
spend on each assignment.
The first complaint, dissimilarity
in instructions, does not present
much of a problem as long as the instructor remembers what he has told
his class. Several instructors seem
to have extremely short memories.
The discrepancy in methods of
grading is a major source of dissatisfaction, and again there are
several classes of complaints. First,
there is the teacher whose only mark
on the paper is the grade itself. As
a variation on this theme, an instructor will mark good points
throughout the paper, then give the
student a C. While finding that
there is something good about one
paper may be encouraging, this technique is not a particularly efficien1
aid to improvement.
Next on the scale are those teachers who refuse to give grades higher
than a certain maximum. Were this
maximum an 88, which is purportedly
the highest grade possible, such a
policy would be acceptable. In at
least one subsection, the instructor does not give a grade higher than
a B. On the other end of the spectrun .
is the teacher who gives grades
higher than the stated maximum.
. Related 'to the grading problem are
the issues of the difficulty of
assignments and the time spent working on them. Apparently, each instructor concocts his own assignments, This seems Teasonable, since
he is also the person to grade them.
But the logic breaks down when one
instructor estimates the necessary
time for his assignment as 10 to 15
hours and another expresses surprise
that a student spent only 35 hours
working on the assignment he created.
Obviously, the time spent and
difficulty of the assignment, as
well as the grade received, are in
some measure functions of the abilitJ

of the individual student . But I
•
find it difficult to believe that
every problem is attributable to
those differences .
The second category of complaint
is unavailability of instructors.
Several teachers live out of town
and seem to find the inconvenience
of holding class unduly burdensome.
The students in those sections could
obtain more teacher time by attend ing a large lecture. Mor eover , many
of these instructors are also difficult to reach by telephone. As a
result, students in the ir sections
use instructions given in other
•
sections, and are often graded down
for doing so .
The third category also relates to
grading. Presumably, the purpose of
having the student write his name
on the back of his paper is to encourage-ananymous grading. If this
is the object, the practice is a
dismal failure. Not only do some instructors read the names before
•
grading, one even refers to the
students' previous grades before
assigning a new one.
At this point I would like to reiterate my belief that the basic concept of the class is good. Learning
how to use reference materials in
the first few weeks of class is
helpful; writing a large number of
assignments is useful i f the amount
of time spent on each can somehow be
limited; instruction in the drafting
of pleadings is invaluable; even
grading of assignments is a good
measure of improvement if guidelines
for grading are provided and if the
final grade is on a pass/fail basis.
The time spent working for this
class is disproportionate to both
the amount of frustration engendered
and the number of units received.
The point is that discrepancies
would be less important if the class
were finally graded pass/fail. A
pass/fail grading system is certainly not a complete solution to any of
the problems discussed; but it could
go far towards equalizing an unreasonable situation.

STUDENT LOANS
AND THE
BANKRUPTCY ACT
by James J, McDermott

Assuming that you're in debt to
the Federal or State government because of student loans borrowed for
your education , you face a longterm repayment contract beginning
nine months after graduation,
These debts are generally dischargeable in Bankruptcy Court.
This writer takes no position on
either the moral implications of a
student bankruptcy or the social
stigma attached to bankruptcy. Those
ramifications are for the individual
to determine in considering both his
financial prospects as well as the
effect a bankruptcy judgment might
have on a particular career.
This article is intended to make
students aware of the availability
of the legal process in this situation.
Section 17 of the Federal Bankruptcy Act describes what debts are
dischargeable. Basically all debts
except taxes, tax related debts and
frauds are covered.
According to a Federal Bankruptcy
judge, student loans are clearly dis
chargeable debts within the meaning
of Section 17. (Although his personal feelings were that they should
not be. ) Furthermore, future earnings are not attachable to any debt
which is discharged by bankruptcy.
Thus, under present law most students can totally escape liability
for these debts.
However, in order to be able to
discharge a student debt, a person's
current income must be less than
hiS/her current liabilities. If
upon graduation a Hastings student
takes legal employment he will undoubtedly be able to meet the monthly payments.
The monthly payments on $10,000 in
student loans is approximately $130
per month (depending on the type of
loan involved). It must be shown
that one presently cannot meet these
Members of the First-Year Class
monthly payments - not merely that
one cannot meet the total indebted•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ness.
I suppose that by way of ｣ｯｮｬｵｳｾ＠
ion I might offer one thought. How
you consider this debt is essentially a reflection of your feelings
IS
about government's role in society
in general and in the education
process in particular. True, you
now have a contractual duty to the
•• government and its agent banks. As
• I have discussed, this duty is disALL WE DO IS COPY. WE MAKE FAST, EXACT, : ' chargeable.
ECONOMICAL COPIES FROM YOUR QRIGINALS BY •
But isn't it also possible to conBOTH OFFSET AND XEROGRAPHIC (BOND PAPER) :
sider that the government has a
PROCESSES ..• AT LOW, LOW PRICES. USUALLY :
ON A WHILE-YOU-WAIT BASIS. WHEN YOU NEED •
duty to educate you and that you
THIS TYPE OF SERVICE, COME IN WITH YOUR •
have
a right to that education?
ORIGINALS SO WE CAN SHOW YOU OUR VIRTUES. :
Query: where does the breach of'
•• duty lie? This involves a political
SPECIAL RATE FOR HASTINGS STUDENTS
5¢ fOR UNBOUND ORIGINALS
••• judgment, but that's part of what
6¢ FOR BOUND ORIGINALS
•• we're supposed to be educated to do.
Perhaps the bankruptcy option
MUST BRING
- BRIEFS
avoids the real issue. It might
STUDENT
-APPEALS
BODY CARD
cause a reactionary reduction in
funding.
3 LOCATIONS
• DEPOSITIONS
Nevertheless, pragmatism is a part
One California, Rm. 265
Ph. 391 -1370
- CONTRACTS
of Real-Politik and it appears that
economic exorcism is one way to
220 Montgomery-Lobby ｾ＠
INSTANT
Ph. 391 -0574
COpy
bring awareness to the government
80 Stonestown, Suite 111
COlli;'
SERVICE
to change student needs to student
Ph. 566-0556
np.
rights.

Originality
•
not
one of our
•
virtues.

.'

.,

.,

vVW.
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NUMBERS GAME
by Bill

During the last five years at
Hastings, many students would have
been committing suicide to enter the
"property" discipline at Hastings.
Professor Powell (T.& E.) and
Professor Verall (Com.Prop. ) have
continually been tough graders;
however, Professor Carpenter (Tax II)
was the leader last semester in
percentage of grades under 70 in a
course.
The fact that grading at Hastings
has become so varied is a serious
disservice to students, teachers
employers, and post-graduate ｳ｣ｨｾｯｬ＠
Uaking law review has come to partly
depend on what section you're in.
These facts have been recognized
and discussed throughout the administration and faculty, and yet nothing has been done about it ("the
appropriate committee is considering the problem II).
After six months of fighting the
administration last year, this
writer finally got the raw data
necessary to compute the school average and the average percentage
of grades given above 85 for a two
year period.
The administration, however, has
been unresponsive and has not given
the computer-simple bits of information to new adjunct faculty this
past semester.
Professor Cheatham stated that he

,
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A. First-year Courses
1. Median
The median grade in the firstyear courses shall be 76, except that each instructor may
adjust his course's median
plus or minus one point from
76.
2 . Distribution
(a) At least one-half of the
students must receive grades
within a range of plus or
minus five points from the
median, e.g., 76 + 5 = 71 to
81 for at least 50% of the
students.
(b) In first-year courses
with more than 20 students,
at least 85% of the students
must receive grades within a
range of plus or minus ten
points from the median, e.g.
76 + 10 = 66 to 86 for at
least 85% of the students.
In calculating the nUmber of
grades which may fall 11 or
more points from the median,
fractions shall be rounded
off to the next higher number.

the averages of those students who enroll in and complete the course.
(b) In each upper division
course or seminar of 20 or
fewer students, the median
grade shall be no more than
plus or minus three points
from the average of the averages of those students who enroll in and complete the
course.
2. Distribution
In all upper division courses
least one-half of the
students must receive grades
within a range of plus or minus five points from the median
e.g., 77 + 5 = 72 to 82 for
at least 50% of the students.
｡ｾ＠

C. Non-Normalized Grades
1. If an instructor fails to normalize his grades in compliance with this policy, the administration shall consult
with him, and, if necessary,
may adjust his grades to
achieve compliance.

2. An instructor in any course
may petition the AdministratB. Upper Division Courses
ive Board for authorization
to deviate from some or all of
was given no guidance whatsoever
1. Median
and was surprised when he discoverｴｾ＠ Ａｾ＠ restrictions of this grade
e¢ that he was a tough grader; Ms.
normalization system. The Advon Beroldingen's grades speak for
(a) In
h·
ministrative Board shall have
themselves!
eac more
upper than
dlvision
t he authority and responsibicourse with
20 studWhat can be done (while the coments, the median grade shall
lity for developing standards
mittee studies on)? Individual probe no more than plus or minus
and procedures for handling
ｾ･ｳｯｲ＠
can examine their own gradone point from the average of
such petitions.
ｬｾＮｳ｡ｮ､ｲＬ＠
and attempt, without •••••••••••ｾ＠
.............................................. •••••••••••••••••••••••••
rlgldl ty, to approximate school
•
,
.
norms. The accompanying statistics :••
were purposefully computed in dePercentage Scores
:
ciles rather than the traditional :
•
(70-77, 78-84, 85-100) pattern.
: Available Grades for Fall Semester, 1973
Under
70-79
80-89
Over ｾ･､ｩ｡ｮＺ＠
Preconceived notions of what an
:
70
89
(Middle:
"A" paper is are misplaced in a con-:
Score):
tinuum grading system. Average indi-· Carpenter
Gift & Estate Tax
19
60
35
75 :
cations, such as the median (used
Van Hessel
Adv. Crim. Proc. (1&2)
4
76
20
76 :
here) and the mean are only two
Verrall
Community Property
4
62
34
76 :
factors in describing grading patSorgen
Juvenile Justice
16
50
31
3
76 :
terns, and certainly not the most
Cheatham
Real Estate Syndica
14
63
23
77 :
important factor to students in the Riesenfeld
Creditor's Rights
5
66
29
77 :
top or bottom ten per cent of their Raymond
International Law
6
59
35
77 :
class (i. e. many students with very Powell
Trusts and Estates
12
58
29
1
77:
high averages are not concerned on- Barnett
Domestic Relations
11
62
26
1
77:
ly with how many "A's" are given,
Boyer
Legal Profession
68
30
2
77:
but in how high the range of "A's"
Carpenter
Conflicts
3
57
37
3
78:
runs; students with very low aver- • Munster
Evidence
15
40
36
9
78:
ages may seek out courses where few : Mueth
Patent Law
64
33
3
78:
or none get under 70, regardless of : Munster
Oil & Gas Law
54
42
4
78:
median) .
:• Bonnano
Communi ty Property
10
46
43
1
79:•
Teachers who "don't believe in
: Steffen
Agency & Partnership
5
50
45
79 :
giving grades over 87 or 88" or who ! McCall
Consumer Protection
10
51
38
1
79:
don't think anyone should ever get • McCall
Anti trust
3
56
40
1
79:
under 70, or some other standard of Bayse
Conveyancing (1,2, & 3)
8
51
36
5
79:
their own adversely affect the vaVan Dyke
International laW
4
48
46
2
79:
lidity of class rankings and grade
Cox
Corporations
5
43
47
5
80 :
point averages whether they grade
Grant
Domestic Relations
47
37
16
80 :
too high, too low, or their range
Traynor
Seminar in JUdicial Process
19
81
80 :
is too broad or too tight.
Lattin
Corporations
13
32
52
3
81:
The following grade normalization .Eldredge
Seminar in Medical Juris.
30
65
5
81 :
plan, adopted by the Southern Calif- :Widman
Water Rights
33
61
6
81 :
ornia Law Center (44 So.Cal.L.R.707, :Hawes & Waite
Sex Roles in the Law
20
63
17
82 :
712-713) is presented as a recommen- :Nutting
Legislation
4
21
75
82 :
ded flexible standard for use at
:Rogers
Seminar in Trial Evidence
23
59
18
82:
Hastings:
: Widman
Environmental Quality Law
2
27
63
8
83:
: Stevens
Admiralty
2
27
62
9
83:
: Osborne
Suretyship
19
58
23
84:
: Kornblum
Seminar in Trial Evidence
100
84 :
: Grodin
Seminar in Arbitration
"8
8
84
84 :
:Von Bero1dingen Accounting For Lawyers
8
20
14
58
90:

TH E SAD TRUTH

:

................................................................................... :
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WHY NIXON FEARS TO RESIGN
LF. Stone
The biggest obstacle to Mr.
Nixon's resignation may be his fear
of going to jail. So long as he
stays in the White House, he is
safe. As President, he has the
power to hamper investigation, drag
out litigation, and block his own
prosecution.
He has yet to be proven guilty,
but he seems in no hurry to prove
himself innocent either. If - as
seems clear - he wants any court to
avoid trial of the issue, his best
barricade is the White House fence.
Once he is put out of office, his
position is not much better than
that of Mitchell or Stans, Haldeman
or Ehrlichman, or any other citizen.
While others talk of capacity to
govern, Mr. Nixon's first concern
may be to avoid conviction. From
that point of view, much that has
happened and much that will happen
may still seem desperate but will no
longer seem foolish and irrational.
When Senator Jackson (echoing Goldwater) asked Mr. Nixon to go before
the Ervin committee and "lay his
cards on the table," he was asking
the President to lay his head on
he chopping block. If "the cards"
could prove his innocence, he would
have laid them on the table long ago . ,
Not to see this is no longer naivete. ,
It is self-deception.
,
There is a parallel between the
Nixon and Agnew cases. Agnew, too,
clung to the Executive office, and
tried to dig himself in with the
claim that he could not be prosecuted
until he was first convicted on impeachment. He was forced out by
carrot and stick. The stick lay in
the leaks from the grand jury proceedings (quite possibly another in
he long list of White House "dirty
ricks"), in the mounting evidence
gainst him, and in the Nixon Admin'strationts formal denial in court
hat the Vice President had any consitutional immunity. The carrot was
he Administration's willingness to
et Agnew "cop a plea" and avoid
oing to jail.
Agnew must nurse a rankling bitteress that he only did on a - small
cale what Nixon did on a large:
hough there is no proof that Nlxon
iverted some campaign funds to personal use as Agnew did. Aside from
the milk producers' $2 ｭｩｬｾｯｮ＠
contribution two days after Nlxon reversed the decision of his Department of Agriculture and gave them a
price boost, and aside from. the
$400,000 offer from ITT in ltS
.
successful campaign to keep the rlch
cash reserves of Hartford Fire Insurance, there must be countless
other cases where threats or promises, explicit or imulicit, were made
in raising that $60 million campaign
kitty. It would shake investor faith
in American capitalism if it turned
out that so many of our biggest
corporations indulgently gave away
all that quid without some quo. Extortion and bribery are the plain
names of the game.
But the parallel between Nixon
and Agnew breaks down at a crucial
point. There is no one for the
President from whom he, like Agnew,
can "cop a plea". Who could arrange
immunity, or a plea of nolo contendere, to a scaled-down indictment?
Who could promise that a judge would
not im ose a rison sentence?

I
ｾ］Ｍ

This new law enforcement cast may
not bring a sharp rise in Nixon's
credibility, but it will certainly
give Nixon comfort. Yet even with
such a 'team to backstop him, it
would still be hazardous to try to
arrange some promise of immunity
from prosecution before agreeing to
resign. From Nixon's point of view,
"toughing it out" in the White House
must look the better bet.
Should Nixon choose to stick it
out he has many ways to delay court
action against him. The possibilities of long-drawn-out delays fall
into two categories. The first is
offered by the special bills Congress is considering for an independent prosecutor. All of them involve serious constitutional questions, and therefore give the White
House
an avenue for prolonged apI.F. Stone's sense of publie outpeals.
Any bill that takes the
rage has been directed since he was
appointment
of a special ｰｲｯｳ･ｾｵｴ＠
a young man at the pretensions of
out
of
the
hands
of the Executlve
high office and the arrogance of
creates such opportunities. So does
power. When he was blacklisted duany bill which would allow Congress
ring the McCarthy days, rather than- ,
to override the discharge of a
submit to the opposition, he found- ,
special prosecutor named by the
ed his own weekly paper, which bePresident
with the advice and concame one of the few American pubsent
of
the
Senate.
lications to give a balanced view
There
are
distinguished legal
of the real news.
,
authorities and weighty _precedents
This article was made available
" on both sides of the fence in this
to the Law News through the efforts
separation of powers controversy.
of the Hastings Committee for a
,
As with almost -all fundamental
constitutional questions, the contenders have often changed sides,
depending
on the circumstances. In
Nixon's "Saturday night massacre"
the
landmark
case of U.S. v. Cox in
was no simple outbreak of homicidal
1965
people
who
share liberal-left
mania but a miniature coup d'etat
＠
ｾ
ｷ
･
ｩ
ｶ
applauded
when
the Fifth Cirto install a Praetorian Guard in
cuit
blocked
the
efforts
of Eastthe three offices on which Nixon
land's
friend,
Judge
Cox
ih Missisa prosecution.
must rely to ｴｨｾｲ＠
sippi,
to
have
a
grand
jury
indict
If he is forced out of office, his
two
blacks
for
perjury
after
they
successor would be a close congresshad
the
temerity
publicly
to
accuse
ional crony and ideological carbon
a white supremacist voting regiscopy whom Nixon could trust to use
trar.
Attorney General Katzenbach
the Executive office and its powers
refused
to permit their indictment.
over prosecution and pardon in his
Judge Cox, like the sponsors of the
favor.
Bayh-Hart bill, then claimed that a
His new designate as Attorney
judge could appoint a special proseGeneral is a former Attorney General
cutor with power to sign an indictof Ohio who seems to feel as Nixon
ment.
does about those "campus bums"
In 1951, when Nixon and Joe
killed at Kent State. Already-WaterMcCarthy were hounding Truman for
gate style - he "can't recall" a
firing MacArthur, and the State Despeech he made to the US Chamber of
partment
for being soft on ｃｯｾｵｮﾭ
Commerce in Hong Kong last August.
ist China, Nixon introduced a blll
A transcript shows he said that
to authorize court-appointed special
Nixon was right in withholding the
counsel
to work with "runaway"
tapes and that if incriminating
grand juries. Those were the days
they should be destroyed. Saxbe's
when Nixon was an unremitting foe
jurisprudence is a counterpart of
of Executive privilege while liberNixon's: as he put it elegantly
als defended it.
last August, "Ithink he (Nixon) is
There are, of course, many ways of
right in saying that a President
"distinguishing" the principles of
cannot be horsed around in the
US v. Cox from those involved in
courts."
the Bayh-Hart bill, notably the
lack of any statutory authority for
The new special prosecutor is a ,
Judge Cox's action. The separation
strong law and order man (for the
of powers issue, reduced to essentpoor and black, that is, not for the
ials, represents in the case of
Texas oil tycoons in whose faithful
US v. Nixon a choice between allowservice this poor boy climbed the
ing ｳｯｭｾ＠
legislative invasion of an
ladder). Jaworski has the added
Executive function or permitting a
virtue of being close to Connally,
man to be the judge of his own case .
and one of his first decisions must
To allow Nixon alone to decide
be whether -to push a criminal inwhet he; he has violated the law is
vestigation of the milk producers'
a far more basic infraction of any
$2 million contribution and the
separation of powers doctrine. But
milk price rise that followed. This
this choice will ultimately have to
involves Connally as well since he
be made by the Supreme Court. The
was in on the milk discussion and
inescapable point being made here is
got some of the money for his Demothat whatever route Congress chooses
crats for Nixon.

------1
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to prevent the President from being
judge and prosecutor in his own
case will open the door to prolonged constitutional litigation by the
White House. That means months of
delay for a final decision on the
constitutional issue even before
the issue of guilt or innocence can
be tried.
The other category of delaying
actions is opened up by the recent
Court of Appeals decision upholding
Judge Sirica's subpoena for the
White House tapes. Nixon's decision
not to appeal has made this ruling final. It has both positive and
negative features, neither of which
has been adequately reported in the
press.
A good place to begin is with the
characteristically disingeniuous way
in which Nixon discussed the issue
in his press conference of October
26. After asserting that "every
President since George Washington
has tried to protect the confidentiality of presidential conversations," Nixon went on to pack half
a dozen misstatements into his discussion of the Burr case, the first
in which confidential presidential
papers were subpoenaed by a trial
judge. Nixon said And you remember the famous
case involving Thomas Jefferson,
where Chief Justice Marshall,
then sitting as a trial judge,
subpoenaed a letter which
Jefferson had written which
Marshall thought, or felt,
was necessary evidence in the
trial of Aaron Burr, Jefferson
refused to do so, but it did
not result in a suit. What
happened was, of course, a
compromise in which a summary
of the contents of the letter,
which was relevant to the
trial, was produced by
Jefferson, and the Chief
Justice of the Unitend States
acting in his capacity as
Chief Justice, accepted that.
That is exactly, of course,
what we tried to do in this
instant case.
In the first place the letter in
question was written not by Jefferson but to him by General Wilkinson.
Secondly, the subpoena was issued
on motion of the Burr defense, not
because of something Marshall
"thought or felt." Third, Jefferson
did not refuse to submit the letter;
he furnished a full copy to the
prosecutor for submission to the
court. Fourth, there was no compromise which resulted in "a summary".
A summary was never suggested either
by Jefferson or the court or accepted by Marshall. Fifth, what Jefferson offered - and Marshall was
ready to accept - was exactly what
Sirica asked: that the court be
allowed to examine the letter in
camera and decide which portions
were relevant to the Burr trial.
Judge Wilkey's dissent in the
recent Court of Appeals decision is
the most exhaustive scholarly investigation of this issue anyone
has ever made. It shows that Jefferson was even ready to let Burr's
lawyers see the full text in camera
and thus verify the fact that nothing was being withheld which concerned the Burr trial. The negotiations broke down because Burr insisted on seeing the whole letter for
himself, including those portions
Jefferson said had no connection
with his case. Burr was finally
acquitted of misdemeanor without
pressing the issue of the Wilkinson
letter to a final conclusion.

Nixon completely distorted what
happened, particularly in passing
over the fact that Marshall's opinion on isslling the subpoena declared
that the President unlike a king
was not immune to judicial process.
NiXon's lawyers in the case of the
tapes claimed absolute immunity for
the President, unreviewable discretion to invoke Executive privilege.
The Court of Appeals refused to
accept this doctrine. It said that
counsel for the President had not
been able to cite a single case "in
which a court has accepted the
Executive's mere assertion of privilege as sufficient to ｯｶ･ｲ｣ｭｾｴｨ＠
need of the party subpoenaeing the
documents." "Indeed", it added in a
footnote, "no common law country
follows the rule, urged by the
President in this case, that mere
executive assertions of privilege
are conclusive on the courts".
Like Marshall and Sirica, the majority of the Court of Appeals held
that the President's claim of privilege was subject to scrutiny by
the courts, that the President was
not above the law.

---,
.
I
ＢＭＬｾ＠

.

.t'

On the contrary, the pleadings in
the case revealed that during the
first half century of the Republic
two other incumbent Presidents and
two ' ex-Presidents submitted to subpoenas. President Monroe, on advice
of Attorney General Wirt, accepted
service of a subpoena from a naval
court martial in 1818 and answered
interrogatories from the court under
oath. Attorney General Wirt's advice
to Monroe to submit to this subpoena
ad testificandum is given additional
weight because Wirt had served as
special prosecutor for Jefferson in
the Burr trial a decade earlier and
apparently regarded Marshall's
opinion as a binding precedent.
The first test of a congressional
investigating committee's power to
subpoena a President came in 1846
when two Senate committees were set
up to investigate charges that
Daniel Webster had made improper
disbursements from a CIA-type secret
White House fund for foreign policy
shenanigans. President Polk was subpoenaed and provided a list of
amounts expended but refused to disclose the purposes. But he did so
not on the grounds of Executive
privilege but on the ground that
the congressional statute creating
the fund made its disbursements
immune from disclosure. Polk also
pleaded that the allegations involved events which occurred before he
took office. The Senate investigators thereupon subpoenaed former
Presidents John Tyler and John
Quincy Adams. Both testified about
the use of the funds and their conversations with aides who handled
it. Webster was clea

I

These Presidents all followed examples set by Washington. It is true'
as Nixon said in his disingenuous
way, that "every President since
George Washington has tried to protect the confidentiality of presidential conversations". This is only
true, however, in the most precise
and literal sense. Washington _
unlike Nixon - did not plead confidentiality to cloak alleged Executive
malfeasance from congressional investigation. Raoul Berger, in two
superb law review articles soon to
appear in expanded book form, has
shown that when the first inquiry
of this kind occurred in 1792
Washington did not hide from a House
investigating committee "even the
ugliest line on the flight of the
beaten troops" in the ill-fated
St. Clair expedition. About the
same time Washington welcomed a
congressional investiation of his
Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander
Hamilton, for alleged derelictions.
Hamilton was investigated and
cleared.
Other Presidents who cooperated
with congressional investigating
committees were Lincoln (voluntary
appearance before a House judiciary
committee), Grant (deposition in the
Vlhiskey Fraud cases against his
confidential secretary), and Teddy
Roosevelt (who testified in person
twice as ex-President in investigations of his administration).
The Court of Appeals decision in
the "tapes"case recognized that the
President does possess a consider
able measure of Executive privilege
comparable to the evidentiary privilege which exists between husband
and wife, doctor and patient, attorney and client, priest and parishioner. But it held that like these
other privileges it is lost (1)
where used to prevent investigation
of fraud or criminality and (2)
where it is breached by selective
disclosure.
These common law privileges, as
Justice Cardozo said in a leading
case, Clark v. US (289 US 1), may
not be invoked in "a relation dishonestly assumed as a cover and
cloak for the concealment of the
truth" in a criminal investigation.
Similarly, in passing upon Sirica's
decision, the Court of Appeals held
that where the President has allowed
aides to testify on the subject matter and to examine the tapes, and
has himself discussed their contents
the Executive privilege has been
lost.
As Chief Justice Vinson said in
another key case, Rogers v. US
(340 us 367), to uphold a claim of
privilege where it has already been
breached by the person who claims it
"would open the way to distortion of
facts by permitting a witness to select any stopping place in the testimony". Nixon all his life has
shown himself a master of such selective disclosure. The half truth
has proven in his hands more misleading than the total lie .
In deciding not to contest the
Court of Appeals decision, Nixon and
his lawyers may well have felt that
they could not hope for a Supreme
Court reversal of such well-established legal propositions. They may
Continued on page 9
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STONE ON NIXON

"THEM LOW DOWN REGISTRATION BLUES"
The term "lottery" may bring on
nightmares to those who lived
through the draft and to others it
may merely conjure up images of a
huge windfall to some lucky ticket
holder, but at Hastings it has a
special meaning to all students
whose hopes and plans ride heavily
on "lucking out" with a magic low
number for registration.
Second year students need no introduction to the trauma of getting
the courses you want when you want

s Court of Equity
Last year's horror show has given
paranoid shivers to first year students who are just now finding out
what those long lines of cursing
and moaning students were doing
early last semester, queued up outside of Hastings' Court of Equity
(otherwise known, as Leonora
Albright ).
The purpose of this article is to
explore the scope of the registration problem, to discuss possible
solutions and to solicit ideas and
concerns for improving the system.
Believe it or not, much thought
has in fact been given to the problem and this situation has improved.
Even if nothing new were done the
ｳｾｴｵ｡ｩｯｮ＠
would be bound to ｩｭｰｾｯｶ･＠
slmply by the graduation of this
year of the so-called "monster"
clhss 01 565 students.
"Computerization' is not a magic
incantation that will solve all the
woes of registration, but it can
help in certain areas and Hastings
does have ｾｴｩｭ･Ｂ＠
available on
Berkeley's computer. The school is
ｾｬｳｯ＠
working on having a terminal
lnstalled in the building to facilit ·
ate access.
Another bright spot is the recent
raid on USF's administration in the
person of Ms. Ruth Roe, a highly regarded registrar.
Dean Riegger has studied the
course selections of recent Hastings
graduates and knows which courses
are most likely to receive heavy enrollment. He plans to have an adequate number of sections available
for present stUdents.
Some problem areas appear insoluble and must simply be endured. For
example, course offerings will not
be published until sometime in April
due to a variety of uncertain factors not the least of which is the .
problem of which professors will be
here next year.
Some may accept offers elsewhere
and death or illness may also deplete the ranks.
The earlier the course offerings
are published, the more likely it is
that changes will have to be made.

fulother chronic problem is the unprediptability of student preference.
Last year's "rave" seems to turn into next year's "turkey" and vice
versa. (a notable example is
Ｂｰｯｾｲｴｹ＠
law" of a few years ago).
Dean Riegger is very aware of the
need for improvement and has appoint·
ed an ad hoc committee of students
to help gather ideas and suggestions.
There are already some new possibilities. It has been suggested
that "advisory sessions" be held
prior to registration involving
certain faculty members who would
answer questions and give their
notions on the advisability of taking this or that course.
In this way faculty members with
distinct areas of expertise (e.g.
trial practice) could make the benefit of their knowledge and experience available to all interested students .
Such a plan would hopefully alleviate the most perplexing pitfall of
the entire system, i.e., the "drop
and add" routine.
•
For a variety of reasons many
students return in the fall and desire to drop three-quarters of their
registered courses and to add new
ones .
Theoretically, the more thought
that goes into pre-registration, the·
fewer the requests for drop and add.
The real hassle develops when stud·
ent "A" won't drop a certain course
unless he can pick up a certain
other one and student "B" somewhere
in line behind him wants the same
thing in reverse but neither will
make the initial drop to provide an
opening.
Computerization may be a solution
here, but all suggestions are welcome.
Another avenue being explored is
"buck registration" whereby certain
standard courses (e.g. evidence and
constitutional law for 2nd year
students) would be scheduled much
like the first year courses with
an attempt at equitable distribution
of class times and professors.
The lottery system was considered
a major improvement over the first
come, first serve method, but it is
not .without its weaknesses.
For example, is it better to reverse the order for 3rd year registration (whereby the people in the
middle never get a first shot at
any courses) or to have a new lottery (whereby some folks might end up
near the bottom two years in a row)?
Is there some way that everyone
could get 50% of their choices instead of some getting 90% and others
getting 10%?
The lottery is to be held in April
unless a better method is hammered
out and pre-registration will take
place during finals. (Hopefully it
won't cost you more than a halfhour ).
In the meantime, if you have any
thoughts, comments, or suggestions,
､ｲｯｾ＠
them off in Dean Riegger's
offlce or convey them to Liz Walker
II-B, Pat Cathart, II-A, or Ted
'
McDermott, I-D.
Incidentally, the committee is
seeking another interested first
year student from a section other
than I-D.

,

•

ContiIlued from pagE' 8
also have felt that their application
was so blurred by the guidelines Get
up by the Court of Appeals that they
could indefinitely delay final decision. The Court of Appeals allows
Nixon to withhold from Sirica altogether matter which "relates to
national defense and foreign relations" may prove broad and vague
enough for considerable evasion. In
the absence of judicial scrutiny,
material on the Ellsberg break-in
might be cloaked by the White House
as bearing on both or either national
defense and foreign relations.
In addition, under the Court of
Appeals guidelines, the White House
may cloak portions of other tapes anc
documents "with particular claims of
privilege". Here the court told
Sirica that he may (1) allow the
claim in full, (2) order segments
disclosed to the grand jury, or
(3) if segmentation is impossible,
provide the grand jury with ｳｵｭ｡ｲｩ･ｾ＠
Sirica "may" give the special prosecutor access to the documents in
camera to determine the relevance of
the material, but if he does so the
White House may appeal and stay the
special procecutor's access to the
documents. The White House may also
appeal and stay the judge's rulings
on partial claims of privilege and
the way he has chosen to meet them.
These complex and cumbersome procedures - rich in ambiguity - open the
way to months of litigation, perhaps
sufficient to put off a final determination of the case until Nixon's
term is almost over.
Thus Nixon can stay barricaded in
the White House for a long time to
come, "toughing it out" and hoping
that at some point the public may
grow weary of the whole affair or be
distracted by some other affair perhaps by the triumphant imposition
of a settlement on the Middle East,
or, if Kissinger's efforts fail, by
a new confrontation.
What few may realize is the sharp
escalation of what is involved.
Watergate began with a simple burglary. It evolved into a conspiracy
to obstruct justice. It now threatens a revolution.
What I mean by that is this. The
claims made by the President in his
pleadings far overshadow the mere
crimes of burglary and obstruction of
justice. The President's lawyershave advanced three claims. One is
that the President is absolutely
immune to judicial process. The
second is that he has an absolute
right, unreviewable by the courts
.
'
t o lnvoke
Executive privilege against
any investigation of the Executive
branch. The third is that his constitutional duty to see to the faithful
execution of the laws makes him the
nation's No.1 Prosecutor with the
right to withold any information he
chooses from any grand jury and to
block any indictment he chooses. To
allow such claims to be established
by successfully eluding final decision in the Supreme Court, and to set
future Presidents an example of how
they may break the law with impunity,
would be to lay the basis for transforming the Republic before its bicentennial into a presidential dictatorship. This threat can only be
met by a Congress resolute enough to
impeach him.
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THE DYLAN ERA: A RESTLESS FAREWELL

by Doug Elliott

photo by Kenneth Benjamin
of Saratoga, Cal.,
He not busy being born is busy
dying
--Bob Dylan
I Ｚｲ｜ｶＬｾ＠
seen him.
Dylan's concert at the Oakland
Coliseum was, for me, an event born
of eight years' anticipation. Sadly,
however, it also marked the end of
an era.
For millions growing up in the
turbulent sixties, Dylan was (to
borrow a line from Hal David) somebody even non-believers could believe in. He articulated the sentiments of a discontended multitude,
becoming something of a messiah to
the alienated.
Thus, f or the disciples, the concert's significance lay not in its
aesthetic excellence, but in the
reminiscences and reflections it
triggered within each of us. It is
to these subjective experiences that
I address myself.
The closing number of the show revealed what the evening was all
about. As Dylan performed "Like a
Rolling Stone," spotlights panned
the vast audience--everyone on their
feet, clapping, standing on their
chairs.
It was superb irony to see such a
display of human solidarity brought
about by this bitter testament to
our alienation. We were together
in our aloneness.
Each song of the concert triggered memories for me and for many
others, but this was 1974, not 1966.
Heard from this contemporary perspective, some of the songs took on
unexpected new meanings.
As Dylan sang "The Lonesome Death
of Hattie Carroll," a song about a
wealthy murderer in Maryland who
gets off with a token sentence because of political connections, one
could not help thinking of Spiro
Agnew.
One of the most popular songs of
the evening was "The Times They Are
A-Changin'." Paradoxically, this
song is much more t rue now than it
was when it was written.
Most of the violent changes it
portrayed as inevitable never quite
came off, but we are now facing
sweeping changes of a nature none of
us would have imagined a decade ago.
The song has thus become a strange,

out-of- sync prognostication of the
present.
For many of us, the highlight of
the evening was DyJan's solo set
in which he performed several of' his
ｦｾｮ･ｳｴ＠
ballads, accompanied only by
hlS accoustical guitar and harmonica.
It was during these numbers that I
most profoundly felt the impact of
this existential hero of the sixties whose words had meant so much
to me.
In all, the concert was everything
I had hoped for--and more. Much of
it eludes description. Experiencing
it was, in a sense, a bit like making love for the first time. The
ripples continue long after the pebble has dropped.
Regretfully, the concert made
manifest a thought that had been in
the back of my mind for some time-that Dylan can no longer mean to me
what he once did.
Those of us who had looked to him
as a spokesman and a prophet still
entertained faint hopes that once
again he would begin creating "relevant" songs. But Dylan laid these
hopes to rest with one of the new
songs he performed . "Wedding Song"
is a touching love song to his wife
in which Dylan lyrically describes
his present state of mind: "Ever
since you walked right in/The circle's been complete/I said good bye
to haunted rooms/And faces in the
street."
It is a song not only of love,
but of triumph--the testimony of a
man who has paid his dues, taken
his knocks, and emerged from it all
with a measure of integrity. In
that one can certainly take comfort.
Yet, for those who looked to Dylan
for some kind of direction, the message is clear that they had better
begin looking elsewhere: "It's
never been my duty/To remake the
world at large/Nqr is it my intention/To sound a battle charge."
I am not among ｴｨｯｳｾ＠
who regard
this sort of stance as a cop-out.
It is Dylan's life, and only Dylan
has the right to determine the role
Dylan is to play. Yet his choice
necessitates a parting of ways, for
I do regard it as my duty to attempt
to remake the world.
So, I must bid Dylan the Hero a

"restless farewell." I'll continue
to listen to his new songs, and I
expect I shall enjoy many of them.
There will be times, like this concert, when I'll get together with
friends and share the sweet nostalgia of the Dylan of old, but it is
the future - not the past - that
commands our attention. "And since
my feet are now fast/And point
away from the past/I'll bid farewell and be down the line."
Finally, I don't think Dylan is
quite right about being born and
dying - it's not really an eitheror proposition . We all have to do
a good deal of both throughout our
lives. In the end, it's really a
question of which we choose to
think about . So even as we witness
the death of our past, we are reborn into the realities of the
future.
Those of us who were estranged
from our society in the sixties
find ourselves in a new decade, now
estranged from the prophet of our
estrangement. The obvious question
is: Where do we go from here?
Perhaps the experience of the concert provided a clue. After Dylan
had finished the climactic "Like a
Rolling Stone," the hall went dark,
and piercing the darkness like a
thousand fireflies were the flickerings of matches simultaneously
struck throughout the audience.
Wave after wave of tumultous applause rolled across the arena.
Finally, as if compelled by the
sheer strength of a solidarity born
of alienation and despair, Dylan returned and performed that great anthem of the civil rights movement,
"Blowin' in the Wind."
To listen to that song is to realize that the questions it poses
are just as essential today as they
were a decade ago. The answers are
still out there, still blowing in
the wind. We may yet hear them _
if we can only stay together long
enoogh.
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VINEYARD BASH:
NEW ERA FOR HASTINGS SOCIALITES
by .sod e t.y Ed itor Ti m Carlyle
Wi til 1111 the exc1 tcment of Ule
. Police Sergeant Gus Ksonklo careopeninr of r:aracalla's Baths in the fully picked his way through the
Third Century, Hastinp,s Collep,e of
crowd but left after being assured
the Law's 94th social season got
it was a middle-class group ...
wIder way February 9th at Sam ' s
Walter Fisherow was seen talking to
Vineyard out ()]\ the Avenues. What
several people ...
the less kind but more candid obA stup cr ous William Livaich wa s
servors of San Francisco's social
showing a raucous, disbelieving
scene formerly disparaged as
crowd how to form "beer balls" by
"l!astinP,s SOOOOIEciety" has at last compr essing the brew in his bare
come into its own. No longer can
hands ...
social affairs at thi s venerable
Sharon Gordon, who came doe, was
insti tution be cast in the gray con- heard to say that she was smiling so
Grete dimensj ons of the mul ti-pur much her cheeks hurt but wa s remindpose room and t our;h spaghetti .
ed by a near-by friend that the
The purpose-of this traditional
malady was probably caused by sittgala was to raise money for the
ing too long.
Third Year Class and from all reA flurry of excitement wa s caused
ports it was a s ingular success.
by the unexpected arrival of a
Kudos go to Rob Lawlor, Terry
charming troika as Barbara Ubaldi,
Redmond and countable others .
a Stockton dance ｩｮ ｳｴ ｲｾｴ
ｯ ｲＬ＠
arrived
Among the initial arrivals was
with t wo shapely males in tow .
On one arm was lofty Charles J.
Emery C. Duell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Duell of the East Coast. The flaxen- Noth of Connecticut, who was looking
haired Hr. Duell was l ooking smart
good despite a nip and tuck (and
in a well co- ordinated ensemble of
frequently painful) battle with a
ankle lenp;th blue dunga. ree trouser s, "stye the si ze of an auk egg. On the
a cotton blue-strjped spor t shirt
other arm was burly Thomas Oehrlein,
over which he wore a blue Pendleton, wearing his impeccably coif fed hair
all of which was topped by a blue
in his familiar "Anglo" do.
winter-weight stuffed .jacket .
Edward P. "Ea sy Ed" Giblin,
ｾｦｵｲ･＠
than one head turned when
Hastings' favorite bon vivant, was
comely .Tohn Feldmann III arrived
seen thoroughly enjoying himself
escor ted by his wife, Marlys Feld with wine, song and compani onship.
However we've learned that "Easy

organizers contemplate plans for next gathering.
Wearing "hippie-type" faded out
jeans, the mod Jack tried to balance
out this theme by donning a navy
turtle-neok and a conservative charcoal tweed sport coat.
A popular couple, the" Feldmann's
were soon joined at their table by
taci turn James McDermott, son of .
the McDermotts.
Very few guests left before the
wee hours of the AM but one early
departure was Randall M. Faccinto of
the 3d year class. Last seen having
trouble using a table top to wipe
his mouth, young Faccinto's last
audible words were to the effect
that he wasn't sure whether his
glass contained Johnny Walker Red
or pureed cottage cheese.
David Zeff, son of the patrician
Modesto family and self-proclaimed
"Most Eligible Bachelor" was proudly
sporting his imitation Gucci loafers "
and was observed in a darkened corner as he practiced delivery of his
new jokes on a snoozing Faccinto.
By 11 o'clock Sam's was a kalei=
doscope of festive action. Bill Booth
ordered a bourbon and water and then
dropped it ...
Thomas X. Schiff of the 2d year
class missed his promised dance with
Sharon Gordon because he was in the
men's room and couldn't hear the

"

Ed" failed to live up to that' charming sobriquet in the post-party
period when uneasiness reigned and
he fell victli: to spirits-induced
nausea.
By half-past midnight virtually
all the guests had moved to Sam's
enchanting subterranean dancing
grotto where the crowd frugged and
stomped to the throbbing beat of a
6-piece combo. The strains of the
classic "RollOver Beethoven", by
far the guests' favorite tune,
brought the entire screaming, armflailing crowd out onto the floor.
The circle dance, a traditional
sign that the frolickers have
reached their alcohol saturation
point, marked the frenzied apogee of
the party. John Young, who came
down from his palatial digs on
Corbett Street, was awarded the
title of "Circle Jerk".
As the band dismantled at 1:15,
the weary guests proceeded upstairs
for a farewell songfest. Tom Oehrlein, who sings a passable "Rigoletto", led the enraptured guests in
some of his favorite selections, including "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic", "Camptown Races", and
"Happy Trails To You".
It was ｴｨｾ＠
perfect end to a magic-

Ｎｱｾ＠
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CINE
GODFATHER'S SONS
RISING
Besides providing for the resurrection of Marlon Brando and giving
the Mafia great ink, the film The
Godfather also acted as a launch pad
for two soon-to-be superstars. Al
Pacino and James Caan sprang fullblown from this film, the greatest
overnight, Hollywodd success story
since Redford and Butch Cassidy.
Both Pacino and Caan went on to
make one low-budget, di'sappointing
picture apiece (Scarecrow and
.C'l ither, respectively). Each has a
new, big-budget, Hollywood "vehicle"
out now and the results are interest·
ing, if not completely satisfying.
Pacino's Serpico is a damn good
ｾｯ ｶｩ･＠
- intelligent, solid entertainment and a lead performance as
powerful and chilling as anything in
The Godfather.
Based on the true story of a N.Y.
cop, the film flashes back through
Serpico's 10 year career on the
force, from rookie patrolman to
gold-shield detective.
From the outset, his idealism
and ambition are blunted by the petty corruption endemic to all police
departments - free meals in exchange
for torn-up parking tickets, mistreatment of prisoners, and police
apathy.
As Serpi co rises on the force, so
does the level of corruption he encounters, until kick-backs and payoffs amounting to thousands of
dollars a month are common, and
prisoners literally buy their way
ou t of jail.
At first, his brother officers
try to force money on him to insure
his silence through complicity. He
is ostracized when he refuses to
join them, and finally threatened
with death if he talks.
Serpico is finally reduced to a
bitter paranoic, obsessed with departmental corruption and tape re- "
cording all of his phone conversations, always armed and in fear of
other cops.
Pacino's portrayal of the --cornered Serpico is stunning and thoroughly believable.
Sidney Lumet, whose track record
includes both good (The Pawnbroker),
and junk (The Anderson Tapes), directs here with a professional hand.
The film generates its own reality and has such a feel for New York
types and the city itself that you
can almost smell the garbage.
Much credit belongs to the screenwriting team of Waldo Salt (Midnight
Cowboy) and Norman Wexler (Joe),
who have created a taut gem of a
script. No fancy speeches intrude
to explain motivation and the dialogue retains all of the sting, ｩｮｾ＠
articulate ｲ｡ｾＬ＠
and obscenity of
the streets where the story takes
place.
Salt, an old ¥eteran and one of
the original "Hollywood Ten" blacklisted screenwriters, misses none
continued on page 13
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-continued from page 12
of the McCarthy-cum-Watergate implications of this material - official
denials, bogus press conferences
wire tapping, and threats.
'
The film is not an exploitation of
the cop-film theme because it is
quality .
James Caan's new picture, Cinderella Lib erty gets a full grade lower.
)furk Rydell, the producer-director,
has done a few okay movies and much
abysmal T. V.
Here, he displays all of the symptoms of the true Hollywood Hack _
failure to distinguish between sentiment and sentimentality, a meandering plot- line, major scenes which
fizzle out, and the plodding lack of
imagination which characterizes most
television work. Fortunately, the
material and several performances
manage to rise above him.
The story is a natural, concerning
the misadventures of one John Baggs,
boatswain "lifer" in the Navy.
Stranded between ships because his
papers have been lost, Baggs takes
in the town on a "Cinderella liberty"
pass (it expires at midnight).
Hustling Maggie, a honky-tonk bar
girl, Baggs winds up in her creaky
bed, where they are overheard by her
fatherless 12- year old black son.
Embarrassed, Baggs makes an inept
attempt to befriend him, whereupon
the kid pulls a switch-blade and informs the sailor, "Keep your hands
to home, you honkey faggot!"
The remainder of the movie deals
with the growing relationship between the three of them and is an off
beat and updated version of the romantic comedy which Hollywood did
so well and often in the forties.
Marsha Mason as ｾＬｦｵｧｩ･＠
and Kirk
Calloway as the kid steal the show.
She is tough, sexy, disillusioned
but at the same time emotionally
vulnerable, projecting almost a controlled hysteria, and has a rich,
full laughter about her.
Kirk Calloway has the best lines
and is perfect as the street-wise,
unwanted urchin, suspicious of all
the world.
Caan, as Baggs, is a let-down. He
lacks the vitality the others exude,
and both he and the film draw on
them for their force.
The picture works best in the
scenes with Calloway and Mason, when
Rydell keeps his maudlin hands off
and allows the story to tell itself.
So. Both pictures are enjoyable
and well worth seeing, but Serpico
is pasta to the light soup and salad
of Cinderella Liberty.

HASTINGS ,RESEA RCH SERVI CES
by Christopher Brose
In April of last year, the Hastings Research Services established
itself on campus to develop employment opportunities for Hastings'
Students.
The Service solicits research
projects from Bay Area law firms
which it then channels to student,
in need of part- time work. In the
ten months since its inception, trp
Service has acquired over, 30 sepnrate research projects which yielded over $4,000 in gross revenues.
A student earns $4.00 per hour for
his or her research efforts, with
the end product usually being a
memo addressed to the inquirinf,
firm.
The law firms are billed $7.50
per hour, with the excess over the
student's wages going to defray advertising, phone, typing, postaf,e,
and off ice administrative costs.
Besides earning $4.00 per hour
for what one usually does for free
in the Legal Research and Writing
and Moot Court programs, working
with the Research Service exposes
the students to opportuni ties
for more permanent positions with
participating law firms.
Two summer clerk jobs have already
resulted from research projects solicited by the Hastings Research
Service.
Bay Area,firms generally appre ciate a personal interview with the
student assigned to their projects,
and this ｾｩﾥ･ｳ＠
each party an oppor-

ASH Council

While 1. specific ｾｲ｡､｣＠
point
average is not necessary, a transcript of completed courses and
ｾｲ｡､･ｳ＠
ｾｲ･｡ｴｬｹ＠
facilitates the
assignment of research projects
according to a student's academic
strew,ths and will remain strictly
confidential.

A,sJ[ BUDGET ALLOCATIONJ
197'3-7/,
:;;2575.50
Hastings Law News

$2000.00

Chicano Law Students
Association

$ 448.50

Black Law Students
Association

$ 400.00

Native American Law
Students Association

$

Asian Law Students
Association

$ 400.00

Women's Union

$ 550 . 00

Haight Ashbury
Legal Project

$ 500.00

Hastings Child
Care Center
Law Students for Humane
Prisoner Treatment
National Lawyer's
Guild
Environmental Law
Society

75.00

$ 400.00
$

90.00

$ 170.00
$

75.00

Intramurals
$ 200.00
(of which $50.00 is mandated
to be spent for equipment
required by the Rugby Club)

activists these days tend to be liberals. So do you, Bill Boyd, want all
the meager ASH funds to be devoted to
student activities devoted to liberal
by
'causes,
or would you
prefer the
C. U. Afta
ｾｮ･ｳ＠
ASH likes less (and you undoubtOkay, Bill Boyd, you've gone too
edly like more) to be cut off? ASH
far. You can defend Tricky Dick all
tried to get more for everybody.
you want, but when you start attackBy the way, Bill, one of the prime
i ng ASH ... ASH, that stalwart guard- consumers of that student fee you so
ian of student rights, that sacred
begrudge is the Hastings Law News.
repository of .. , Oh well, you get
Would you like to surrender your
the idea. What I'm trying to say is
forum for reactionary opinion to
that I think ASH made the best of a
save your classmates some money? Or
bad situation so far as the budget
maybe contributors should pay by the
was concerned.
word to have their work published?
People who are in ASH tend to be
That would stop this student actiactivists (although some, we hear,
vity nonsense!
are not active enough to cross Hyde
ASH may not be your idea of greatStreet when a quorum is needed) and
ness (you prefer the Congress of

GALLOPING DICTA

t1mi ty 1,0 nppra if'P the tempor:lry
"employmen+" relationship wi h 1.
view toward a more permanent can tn' I,
in the future.
Much of the success of the ;,ervi ('C'
can be attributed to the support 'lIld
help given it by members of the
faculty. ProfeGsors ｅｬ､ｲ･ｾＬ＠
GrrC'lI,
Grodin, Henke, Lattin, kenll,
Powell, Seli.r;son and Van Dyke L:1.vC
all ｣ｯｮｾｲｪ｢ｵｴ･､＠
to the Service .
Deans Anderson and ｒｩ･ｲ［ｾ＠
nlGo Ipnt.
rreat support.
To effectively develop and uti1 i :·.('
tlle employment contacts ini tia terl
by the Hastinr;s Rese'lrch .'lervice , :.
is essent ial that a number of in ｾＨｲﾭ
ested students be available for tlH'
assignment pro.i epts. StudentG who
wish to participate should mnil a
typed 3 x 5 card includinr; their
name, nddress, phone and year in
school to Hnstinr;s Research ;,ervi ,!e
198 McAllister, ｾ｡ｮ＠
FrnncisC'o, ＹｾＱ＠
or place the carn in the folder on
the ASH office door.
,student participation will be
utilized to the maximum extent :1.1lowed by thr number of ｩｮｲＮｯｭｾ＠
pro.lect, .

Hastings Indigent Criminal
Assistance Program
$

75.00

Women's Prison
Project

$ 150.00

International Law
Society

$

70.00

Gay Law Student's
Association

$

75.00

Ushering

$

46.00

Total Allocation

$8300.00

Vienna, I suppose) but it's all we
have got. Go torture little kittens
for your ｫｩ｣ｾｳＬ＠
why don't you?
P.S . No hard feelings, of course .
Maybe you're not interested in Law
Wives any more. Not many are, it
seems. This year they've given up
general meetings in favor of officers
only meetings.
After a grudging benefit for the
Child Care Center, they've given up
using their budget (almost half as
large as ASH's, I hear) to improve
Hastings. And they're losing officers
At least one quit last year to "do
more relevant work" and I hear three
more p1an to quit this year.
continued on a e 14
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WOMEN
by Priscilla Wheeler
JACK'S FLASH

Solicitous of a dull, bourbont:.'d
throbbing, Jack sough" ｴｨｾ＠
Sutro
Room's quiet shelter one Tuesday
morning. Falling into an uneasy
sleep on a red leather couch, he
dreamed that the graves of the dead
had opened and that lions roamed
freely in the streets, and he saw
the number "61" emblazoned on an
ominous blue book.
"For God's sake, shut it off.
Please stop it." Jack yelled, eyes
still closed.
"Shut what off, Jack?" He heard a
familiar voice say as he reared his
head.
" Thurston, damn you. Is there no
consideration for the infirm? What
the hell are you doing?"
Thurston smiled. He had cleared
one of the coffee tables and was
tediously inking a large poster on
it. "If you can lift it quietly,
show me your art." Jack said.
Thurston proudly displayed a
finished product. "PIGS OFF CAMPUS"
it proclaimed in large, neatly
blocked letters.
"Oh migod. Have they hired
Hessians to protect the preciolls
tomes, or that priceless art in the
commons? Jack asked.
"I'm serious. The school premises
are filthy with trash and refuse
left by students every day. It makes
me ill to see the library so abused'!
Thurston said.
"Look in the main reading room or
its mezzanine any afternoon and you
will see the candy wrappers, lunch
bags, coffee cups and overflowing
ashtrays and ... "
"Do you mean there's too much ASH?'
Jack inquired.
" ... and the books just dropped
everywhere. I'm sure you wouldn't
know but it is very aggravating to
search through every corner of the
third floor for a reference book."
Thurston exclaimed. He finished the
poster he was working on and laid it
atop the others.
Jack was now fully awake but felt
the instinctive need for a Bloody
Mary. "What do you intend to accomplish with the posters?- Scrouge the
litterers' union" I hear they got a
sizeable mandate in the ... "
"I simply want those thoughtless
students to be made aware of the
public nuisance they're creating.
I suppose that the hard core intentional litterer is beyond hope,
but maybe these signs will help
alleviate the general problem."
Thurston said with an air of civic
pride. "Then my next objective is
getting students to stop defacing
university property with senseless
graff it
"Oh no!" Jack cried. Looking around
the room, he whispered: "You can't
do that, Thurs. You see, there's this
small group of anonymous graffit
that has this, ah, business arrangement with some of the student workers on the maintenance staff. The
writers receive a slight remuneration for every hour of extra work
the maintenance boys get for cleaning the walls,"
"What?!"
"Sssh, keep it quiet. How do you
think I could afford those canned
briefs?"

The following, unsigned and rumpled,
was found in the Law News contri----but ions envelope.

************************************
A TRUE STORY
Around 10:40 a.m. last Thursday I
was completing my second unit of
commons. I was rather low and feeling in need of a lift.
Realizing that my dainty frame
needed 50% more iron than that of a
big, strong man, I poured myself an
other belt of Geritol. As the amber
liquid slid down my throat, my eyes
began to glaze and suddenly I felt
my inner essence begin to leave my
body. This manifestation had been
occurring frequently, mostly in my
Con law class, so I was neither surprised nor shocked. Rising blissfully above the Commons I floated a
while near the ceiling .
Looking down I perceived two figures now sitting at the table where
the shell of me sat slumped over a
cup.
One was Amy Curiae, a woman from
my section, and the other a strange
tall woman I didn't recognize. She
was dressed in a scarlet and blue
tunic with a small shield at her
breast and she had a golden lariat
twined around her wrist. She seemed
to be questioning Amy about something so I lobbed in gently to hear.
"I am seeking women to work for
justice.", she was saying.
"Well, no typing, I hope", said
Amy, "and anyway, this is a law
school. There are women-all around
this room."

"Discrimination in employment,
sexism in schools and society ... "
"Oh sure!" said Amy. Why, you
should hear some (If the things
that go on."
"The strength of women working together in unity can Slay the dragons
of ignorance and discrimination,"
the woman said, rising.
"Dragons!", said Amy. "Well, there
are some weird professors. You have
a strange way of speaking, and, you
know, you remind me of someone
oh I know -- the comic book -- that
crazy Wonder Woman!"
"I am she, replied the woman, and I
hadlhoped that my presence here
would not be laughable." She shook
her head sadly and strode away.
I was feeling a little queasy then
floating so long, so I eased quickly
back into my shell. Amy was gathering {ip her books. "Jesus!" she said,
"What a nut! Did you see that? Just
imagine,· she was preaching those old
platitudes about all women being
sisters and working together."
"Well, Amy", I said, "there are a
lot of projects that could be done
by women around here. Sometimes I
do wish we were all closer."
"Sure", said Amy, "and if I
bothered with all that stuff I
wouldn't have a single minute for
myself."
"You're right, ａｭｹｾＧ＠
I said. What
with law school and our own interests, there's just no time for sisterhood."

***********************************

Hastings Women's Union is sponsoring a pot luck supper for Hastings
sions to work together in all
women and Bay Area women attorneys
areas as sisters", replied the
on March 7, at 6:30 p.m. in the
stranger.
Commons. It is hoped that the
evening will give Hastings women a
"Well, I mean, SISTERS!", said
chance to talk informally with each
Amy. "That t.erm is kind of outother and with other women who are
moded now -- a cliche, you know."
actively engaged in all areas of
We women here are all iRto difflaw. Women students are being asked
erent things -- different energies. to bring a food contribution. SignWe can hardly all be sisters."
' up sheets are posted, as well as
announcements of organizational
The woman looked surprised. "Some
meetings for the project.
things concern all ｷｯｭ･ｮｾ＠
she said.

81 am seeking women of all persua-

-1
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GALLOPING DICTA
The charges ｡ｲｾ＠
sorority mentality,
cliquishness, and (get this!) antifeminism. To wit:
(1) Law Wives will not sponsorJany
feminist speakers or activities:
"They'll just upset us and give us
foolish ideas", the officers say.
(2) Law Wives will not invite any
female students to participate in
their activities (except, of course,
by accident): Female law students
are "foul-mouthed" and "pushy", you
know.
(3) Law Wives will not admit law
husbands to any activities. They
think if they allow men at their
meetings and social events, their
husbands will think they're "messing
around".

So what's the big event for the
year at Law Wives? The end-of-theyear fashion show and tea. That
certainly will do a lot for Hastings!
I'm hoping the Women's Union is
watching this situation closely.
There are a lot of concerned and
articulate student wives who could
dQ a lot for Hastings - and each
other - who just won't put up with
the Tricia Nixon Self-Admiration
Society.
Retractions will appear in the
next issue.
Please announce the Hastings Law
Wives' Spaghetti Dinner on Friday,
February 22nd. Maybe you could call
it an equal-time announcement!

HASTING
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IMMIGRATION LAW:

A Course whose
Time has Come
Over forty per cent of San Franeisco's popUlation is foreign born.
It is not uncommon that immigration
officers exercise their broad discretion by asserting or questioning
anyone who appears to corne under
their jurisdiction .
Lamentably, the general public
and California attorneys are not
familiar with the intricacies of the l
operations of the Immigration and
I
Naturalization Service.
Hastings has a large popUlation of l
minority students, and an even larger popUlation of stUdents who have
expressed the necessity of their
learning Immigration and Naturalization Law.
Some students are involved in
community-based projects and in
immigration classes at other law
schools; specifically, there are
twenty-one stUdents attending a
class at Boalt Hall.
There were also fifty to sixty
students who attended a no-credit
course on immigration law held here
at Hastings last month.
Prior efforts to bring a course
in Immigration and Naturalization
Law to Hastings were defeated by
a faculty vote based on the rationale that funds were too limited for
such a specialized class .
Hastings administration and faculty have in:tiated a commendable
review of curriculum policy. Neverthe"ess, tpis review should not delay the consideration and introduction of this class.
The Forum Gommittee and ASH council ask for support for this proposal through letters from student organizations directed to Professor
Carpenter and the Curriculum Committee to encourage the committee not
to delay this course any longer.
IMPRc>V 1N6 '(OUR. 5Tl)DV'
HAP>iTS, LESSON ｏｎ｣ｾ＠
BOOK BRIEFING

NO w, WHAT WAS
tHE HOLDING?

•••••••

ee

Quasi-Legal Tip:
The Statute Don't Run in the
Ghetto.

RUGBY

Hastings over Kendrick Hall
18 · 6

b;Y Ed Todd
Last Saturday the Hastings Rugby
Club extended its longest-ever
winning streak to two. Yes, to drink
long and deep from the sweet cup of
success (provided by the new sponsor
Falstaff Brewing Company) is what
Rugby is all about. This time the
victim was Kendrick Hall, and the
score was 18-6, which in reality
does not reflect the superiority
displayed by Hastings, who had two
more scores disallowed by a referee
who was far from the greatest thing
ever to don stopwatch and whistle.
Led by the omnipresent Mike Ubaldi
Hastings kicked off in what was
billed as the grudge match of the
year and immediately began its
methodical dismantling of Kenarick.
After a long penetrating attack,
spearheaded by Jack Lasater, Hastings was awarded a penalty ｫｩ｣ｾ＠
which was instantly converted lnto
three points by Ed Todd. Shortly
thereafter, instant replay, and the
score was 6-0.
About this time a hamstring injury forced Lasater from the ｧｾ･Ａ＠
but the resurrected forwards, rlslng
to the occasion, took control and
presented the team with the next
score. Bob Burmeister, muscling the
ball away from the Kendrick forwards
thundered in from ten yards, and
with Todd's conversion the score
stood at half time, 12-0.
The second half began badly.
Kendrick, on a fine breakaway,
scored a try, though to hear some of
the mutterings coming from the
Hastings players one ｗｏｾｬ､＠
be Ｚ･ｾ＠
to ｱｵｾｴｩｯｮ＠
the referee s eyeslght,
as it appeared that there were at
least two forward passes in the
movement (and as we all know, .that' s
illegal).
.
However, from this moment on,
there was no doubt as to the eventu
al outcome . Hastings kept up a constant barrage on Kendricks ､･ｦｾｳＬ＠
while some vicious hitting by Mike
McMahon and Co. smothered any attempt on their part to amount an

offense. Then a fifty yard movement,
exquisitively executed, was iced
with a great try by Randy Faccinto.
This made the final score 18-6 and
completed a two game sweep over
Kendrick, the first game in November
being won 9-4.
Particular mention should be made
of the fine hooking by Steve Waldo,
the expert line out work by Jolm
Giovannone, and the inexhaustible
covering by Scott Ghormley, all of
which played a part in the victory.
In the seconds game against Santa
Clara, only the unfortunate necessity of having to play a few inexperienced players, prevented a double
victory for Hastings. An early try
by alumnus Steve Turpie was not
. enough to overcome three penalty
kicks by Santa Clara.
Discarding all cliches, it can be
said that this Hastings team is
playing the best Rugby it ever has,
and if you haven't been out there to
see one of their games you are missing something. Those of you who
were there and made up the rather
large crowd, to you the team extends
its many thanks: especially to you,
Prof. Osborne and Mrs. Northways.
Scoring:
Hastings
Trys :

Burmeister
(Conversion: Todd) ........ 6
Faccinto
(Conversion: Todd) ........ 6

Penalty Goals:

Todd (2) ......... 6

IS
Kendrick
Trys:

1 (Unknown) ........... .. .. 6
n

ｑｵ｡･ｲｾ＠

db

bUb

Where did the Czar of
softball obtain all the equipment
necessary to start his own sixteam semi-pro league down ｴｾ･＠
Peninsula?
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JESS GARCIA

HASTINGS PROGRESS
contjnued from paf!e onp
exceptional many of these persons are. And surprisingly, I think
that the 65-Club faculty works harder now than they did when they
were the only teachers at Hastings.
Lastly, I have been gratified at
the interaction between the younger
and older faculty members. So the
change has been an unqualified benefit for the school.
Question: There is a rumor afoot
that you are able to monitor classrooms without the knowledge of either the Professors or students.
Yes, in fact there is, but I never
use the system myself. Either Dean
Snodgrass or Sammis had the system
installed before me. They seemed
to think it was of some value, but
you really can't tell what is going
on in a classroom by using it. It's
an old system and not much good.
The only time I ever used it was to
make an announcement to all the
classrooms in the school, not to
monitor classes.
Question: What is Hastings' policy
of hiring'women and minorities for
faculty positions?
We are making a determined effort
to hire both, but the competition
for a limited number of highly qualified individuals is very intense.
Hastings isn't doing as badly as
some schools with respect to women.
This fall there were seven teaching
here. We aren't doing as well in adding minority members to the faculty,
but I expect this situation to
change. Within the next few years,
Hastings ought to be able to add to
our present faculty in both of these
areas.
Question: Are you going to implement
the faculty recommendations with
respect to the criminal law curriculum?
Yes, the arrangements are being
made for next year at this time . .
An additional faculty member still
needs to be hired, though. I have
in mind a former judge for that position and am hopeful that we will
be able to attract him.

l'ontillued from page 2
Question: Will there be any other
program developments in other areas
similar to the criminal law revision

Ironically, my error was to
attempt a referendum vote after a
delay due to the Thanksgiving weekend, after our original ASH Council
treasurer took leave of absence
during the Fall semester. I was
trying to meet a deadline in order
for the result of the referendum,
if it had been successful, to go before the Hastings Board of Directors
meeting on December 18th. Thus the
moneys would have been available for
the Spring semester and the new
budgets would then have been
approved in January.
As you perhaps appropriately
stated in the "RIGHT ON" c.plnion
(the name derives from a similarly
entitled one page sheet condemning
Anglo students for their support of
Women and Third World student demands in 1971), you didn't come to
school to become a source of funds
for every little group that found
three members. Your myopic propensities are indicative of the reasons why reform in curriculum selection, grading, registration procedures, admissions policies, etc.
is embarrassingly needed.

Yes. I think environmental law
and commercial law will be next. We
hope to hire two excellent people
in the commercial law area who could
carry out these developments.
ｑｵ･ｳｴｩｯｮｾ＠
What qualities do you
look for in hiring and granting
tenure to professors?
We put a great deal of emphasis
on the student evaluations. They
have been very helpful in the past
and generally the students have
tried to judge the professors fairly
Another factor we consider is the
kind of impression the faculty members in question make on the rest
of the professors. You would be
surprised how much can be informally
learned about the visiting professors which helps make the decision
to hire easier.
We do not, as many other schools
do, place primary emphasis on publication by a professor. We have tried
to draw to Hastings a combination of
excellent teachers and distinguished
scholars. We recognize the importance of teaching skills and don't
want to overemphasize publishing to
the detriment of teaching ability.

" . . . duteous and knee-crooking
knave
That, doting on his own obsequious
bondage,
Wears out his time, much like
his master's ass,
For nought but provender
"

Question: The library has been a
weak point at Hastings, what is
being done to remedy the condition?

Othello, Act I, sc. I.
Since 1970, the size of the library has increased from 63,000 to
over 100,000 so you can see that
acquisitions are being made at a
rapid rate. Under the direction of
Editor's Note: The title for the col
Professor Henke, we are now
umn "Right On" was not chosen by
approaching a respectable working
William Boyd but by the LAW NEWS
library.
editors. The name is actually
In the future, we look toward some
derived from the slang expression
kind of association with the law
and not from any other publication.
libraries at Stanford and Boalt to
avoid the expense of duplication of
massive research facilities. Even
is no truth to the rumor that
with this association, the need for
ｾＺ｡ｮ＠
Reigger's T&E grades for last
new facilities of our own is apparsemester will be included with the
ent. There will be a new library in •
3rd year class diploma envelopes.
the buildings on the other side of I
These grades will now be delivered
Hyde Street which should provide
I __________________________________ｾ＠
with the summer BAR results. MFfor development of a 320-360,000
'
volume library.

Iｾ･ｲ＠

HASTINGS CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Judy Copeland, et al.

1.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
16.
18.
19.
23.
24.
26 .
28.
29.
31.
32.
35.
36.
40.

ACROSS
Psychiatrist
Indian novelist
Bellini opera
Part of the ear (pl)
Target defendant
Good!
Users
One
Obsessed ones
(Law students?)
Momma
Discuss
Yes in Pamplona
Grey
is
Buddhist sect
The Trial
"I am"
Feminist writer
Melancholic

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
14.
15.
16.
17.
19.
20.
21.
22.
25.
27.
30.
33.
34.
37.
38.
39.

For 16 across
Batter
P. 1. Prof:
Defense
Scream to 8 down
Medicine person
School gynecologist
Penetrator
Guy's last 2 initials
Sumerian Earth goddess
Creator of the Anima (pl)
Red Cross Knight's lover
Aftermath of a bout with
1 down
Drinker's dryout
Vacaville invitees
Together
Write
Student's liquid
Wise one
Dandy
Cause of senility
A&P prof. 's hankie marks
Legal recipient-suffix.
T.V.

